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1 IntrodutionThe National Corpus of Polish (Pol. Narodowy Korpus J�zyka Polskiego; NKJP;http://nkjp.pl/) is a 3.5-year projet (2007−2011), involving a onsortium offour partners oordinated by the Institute of Computer Siene, Polish Aademyof Sienes ([21, 24℄). The aim of the projet is to reate a one billion (109)word orpus of Polish annotated at various levels, with a 300-million-wordbalaned suborpus and a number of annotation tools. The following linguisti
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Annotating Polish Syntax and Named Entities 3annotation levels are distinguished: segmentation (word-level and sentene-level),morphosyntax, word sense disambiguation (limited to around 100 lexemes),syntati words, syntati groups and named entities.The level of syntati words (SWs), suh as re�exive and analytial verb forms[23℄, is built on top of the morphosyntati level. Syntati groups (SGs; alsoalled syntati phrases), suh as nominal, prepositional or lause-level groups, areonstruted on top of SWs. Finally, named entities (NEs), i.e. proper names ofpersons, geographial features and organisations, as well as temporal expressions,refer, again, to the level of morphosyntatially annotated segments (f. setion 3).A 1-million-word balaned suborpus has undergone, at all these levels,automati pre-annotation and manual orretion of the pre-annotation results. Werefer to this proess, in short, as manual annotation. Further, the 1-million-wordmanually annotated suborpus serves as a training orpus for various annotationtools (e.g., for the PANTERA tagger; f. [3℄). The urrent paper gives an overviewof methodologies and tools used for the semi-manual annotation of the 1-millionorpus at the last three � broadly syntati � levels. It also presents the �rstresults of a mahine learning method for named-entity reognition trained on themanually revised data.2 Related WorkSome of the �rst treebanks were onstruted ompletely manually, by drawing treesfor partiular sentenes; this is the ase, for example, for the Penn Treebank (PTB)of English [17℄, the German Negra/Tiger Treebank [7℄ and the Prague DependenyTreebank [9℄. Some treebanks were reated by onverting existing treebanksto the new linguisti theory; for example, parts of roughly Chomskyan PTBwere onverted to Head-driven Phrase Struture Grammar, Lexial FuntionalGrammar and Constraint Categorial Grammar. Nowadays, however, a frequentway of developing new treebanks onsists in the automati parsing of texts andthe manual seletion of the right parse. If suh a parse does not exist, the bestresult may be manually modi�ed and inluded in the treebank, and the grammarmay be appropriately extended. For example, [14℄ reports that the ERG grammar[12℄ overs around 80% of the Wall Street Journal part of PTB, with sentenesnot adequately overed by the grammar serving as the basis for further grammardevelopment.The outome of the e�ort reported here will not onstitute a typial treebank,as the annotation in NKJP stops at the partial (or shallow) syntati markup (f.,e.g., [1, 2℄, as well as [23℄), where strutural ambiguity is not an issue; in fat, thereis a separate projet arried out at the same institute, aiming at the onstrutionof a full onstitueny treebank on the basis of the same 1-million word suborpus;f. [29℄. Hene, the approah mentioned above, fousing on disambiguation, is notdiretly appliable to the task at hand, but the general semi-manual iterativemethodology is similar: parse sentenes using a manually onstruted grammar,ask annotators to orret the results of parsing by hand, and use error and omissionreports for the improvement of the grammar, before applying it to the next bathof sentenes.



4 J.Waszzuk, K.Gªowi«ska, A.Savary, A.Przepiórkowski, and M.LenartThere are many multi-level orpora developed by now, typially ontainingmorphosyntati, (deep) syntati and some semanti and/or disourserepresentation. For example, the Prague Dependeny Treebank mentioned abovehas these three levels (alled morphologial, analytial and tetogrammatial),urrently extended further to inlude oreferene [18℄ and high-level inter-lausalstruture [15℄. The urrent projet adopts a more �ne-grained and onservativeapproah, with three levels between morphosyntax and deep syntax proper:possibly multi-segment SWs, NEs and possibly partial SGs. We laim that thisgradual proedure makes it possible to better ontrol the quality of the linguistiannotation.Furthermore, at the level of NEs, the annotation strategies adopted here arerather �ne-grained, namely, not just the longest-mathing ourrenes of NEs areannotated, but also all reursively embedded ones, and, moreover, overlappinglyoordinated NEs (as in North and South Ameria) are appropriately marked(f. [27, 26℄).Finally, let us note that, while only partial syntati strutures are annotatedhere, syntati groups ontain the kind of information not usually found intreebanks, namely, they mark both syntati and semanti heads. For example,in the ase of prepositional groups, the preposition serves as the syntati head(beause it governs the ase in�etion of its arguments), but the semanti head isthe most meaningful word within the argument of this preposition. Arguments forthe usefulness of this kind of annotation, and further details, may be found, e.g.,in [22, 23℄.3 Annotation Data FlowThe three levels of syntati annotation in the NKJP are organised into twoparallel data �ows: one for syntati words and syntati groups (heneforth,syntati annotation in the narrower sense), and the other for named entities.The main di�erenes between the data �ows show up during the pre-proessingstep � di�erent tools, with di�erent input spei�ations, are used for automatipre-annotation. In the ase of syntati annotation (Fig. 1) a shallow parsingsystem alled Spejd is used to extrat SWs and SGs from the underlyingmorphosyntax level (f. setion 4.1). For the task of NE reognition, anotherplatform, Sprout, is used (see setion 4.2).Spejd takes strutured text with segmentation and morphosyntax informationas input. It requires a spei� input format (alled IPI format in Fig. 1) that anbe automatially obtained from the NKJP morphosyntax level. Conversely, Sproutrequires pure text as input, whih ompliates the whole proess of data onversion(see Fig. 2). The NEs, identi�ed by means of lexial resoures and grammar rules,are marked in a Sprout-spei� output together with ardinal numbers of thebeginning and ending haraters. The onverter onsults the segmentation level inorder to translate text ranges into token identi�ers.After the pre-proessing step, �les have to be prepared for manual annotation.In both data �ows, annotators use a tree editor TrEd (see setion 5) to examineand orret results of automati annotation. Again, �les have to be translatedto TrEd-readable PML formats (http://ufal.mff.uni.z/jazz/PML/do/). For
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Annotating Polish Syntax and Named Entities 5

Figure 1 Data �ow in the syntati annotation task of the NKJP orpusergonomi reasons, it is important to present the annotator with text portionsof uniform length, thus easily manageable. Therefore, the onverter divides everytext that is too large into �les of a limited number of sentenes orresponding toroughly 1 hour of human annotation e�ort. Text splitting is designed so as to keeptogether all sentenes appearing in one paragraph.

Figure 2 Data �ow in the NEs annotation task of the NKJP orpusFinally, PML �les are transferred to orpus �les management system (seesetion 5.3) whih is responsible for distributing �les between annotators and forstoring results of onseutive annotation steps.



6 J.Waszzuk, K.Gªowi«ska, A.Savary, A.Przepiórkowski, and M.LenartTwo annotators work on eah orpus fragment. An adjudiator reviews anyases of disagreement and hooses the orret annotation. Eah annotator andadjudiator works o�-line with TrEd installed loally, onneting to the subversionrepository only to send results of his or her work or to download new �les.The last stage onsists of onverting the PML �les with validated annotationinto the �nal TEI-P5-onformant NKJP format. Here, the sub�les have to bemerged into �les orresponding to the initial texts and embedded XML elements(NEs and SGs) get transformed into pointers (for stand-o� annotation). Entities atdi�erent annotation levels are marked as 〈seg〉ments, and their inlusions as 〈ptr〉links. The SW annotation level (Lwords) is based on the level of morphosyntatiitems (Lmorphosyntax). The SG level (Lgroups) builds on Lwords, i.e., the sopeof a given SG in text is de�ned by its 〈ptr〉 referenes to segments de�nedat the levels Lwords and Lgroups (the latter in the ase of embedded SGs).The same should hold for the �nal version of the named-entity level (Lnamed).However, sine the SW, SG and NE levels are being developed simultaneously,the urrent version of Lnamed relates to Lmorphosyntax instead of Lwords. Forinstane, in Fig. 3, the organisation name Irlandzka Armia Republika«ska `IrishRepublian Army' points to 〈seg〉ments morph_1.2-seg (Armia `Army') andmorph_1.3-seg (Republika«ska `Republian') at the Lmorphosyntax level (in �leann_morphosyntax.xml), and to 〈seg〉ment named_1.34-s_n3 (Irlandzka `Irish')de�ned just below at the Lnamed level. Both named entities have a set of attributesde�ning their types (ne_type), subtypes, if any (ne_subtype), orpus ourreneforms (orth), lemmas (base), and the degree of annotator's ertainty with respetto this annotation (ertainty). Additionally, the derivational adjetive Irlandzka`Irish' is assigned its type of derivation (derivType) and its derivational baseIrlandia `Ireland' (derivedFrom).4 Automati Annotation4.1 Shallow Parsing with SpejdSyntati annotation of the National Corpus of Polish onsists of ombiningwords into onstituents: �rst at the level of SWs, then at the level of SGs(possibly embedded). At the former, �ne-grained word-level tokens are replaedby oarse-grained SWs (e.g., analytial tense and mood forms, re�exive verbs,disontinuous onjuntions). The tagset at this level di�ers somewhat from thetagset of word-level segments in order to allow for broader grammatial lasses andmore traditional grammatial ategories, suh as tense, mood and re�exivity. Theomplete tagset for SWs and the list of SGs distinguished in NKJP are presentedin [13℄.At the SG level, for every identi�ed group a syntati head (SynHead) anda semanti head (SemHead) are seleted. Only aurately reognizable groupsare marked, so that the shallow grammar resulting from the manual orretionproess an be reliably applied to the whole 1-billion-word orpus. For example,a nominal phrase onsisting of a noun and a prepositional phrase, e.g., dom zogrodem `a house with a garden', is always treated as two SGs (dom and zogrodem), with no attempt to solve PP-attahment ambiguities. An exeption is



Annotating Polish Syntax and Named Entities 7<teiCorpus xmlns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInlude" xmlns="http://www.tei-.org/ns/1.0"><xi:inlude href="NKJP_1M_header.xml"/><TEI><xi:inlude href="header.xml"/><text><body><p xml:id="named_1-p" orresp="ann_words.xml#words_1-p"><s xml:id="named_1.34-s" orresp="ann_words.xml#words_1.34-s"><seg xml:id="named_1.34-s_n2"><fs type="named"><f name="ne_type"><symbol value="orgName"/></f><f name="orth"><string>Irlandzka Armia Republika«ska</string></f><f name="base"><string>Irlandzka Armia Republika«ska</string></f><f name="ertainty"><symbol value="high"/></f></fs><ptr target="named_1.34-s_n3"/> <!-- Irlandzka --><ptr target="ann_morphosyntax.xml#morph_1.2-seg"/> <!-- Armia --><ptr target="ann_morphosyntax.xml#morph_1.3-seg"/> <!-- Republika«ska --></seg><seg xml:id="named_1.34-s_n3"><fs type="named"><f name="derived"><fs type="derivation"><f name="derivType"><symbol value="relAdj"/></f><f name="derivedFrom"><string>Irlandia</string></f></fs></f><f name="ne_type"><symbol value="plaeName"/></f><f name="ne_subtype"><symbol value="ountry"/></f><f name="orth"><string>Irlandzka</string></f><f name="base"><string>irlandzki</string></f><f name="ertainty"><symbol value="high"/></f></fs><ptr target="ann_morphosyntax.xml#morph_1.1-seg"/></seg></s></p></body></text></TEI></teiCorpus>Figure 3 TEI-P5-onformant annotation for the named entity Irlandzka ArmiaRepublika«ska `Irish Republian Army'made for ompound prepositions onsisting of two prepositions and an interposednoun (e.g., w odniesieniu do `in referene to') and for eletive onstrutions (e.g.,jeden z najlepszyh `one of the best').The manually onstruted grammar, for both SWs and SGs, is enoded in theshallow parsing system Spejd (http://nlp.ipipan.waw.pl/Spejd/) [8℄, a novelopen soure tool for simultaneous morphologial disambiguation (this funtionalityis not used in this projet) and partial parsing with uni�ation.Spejd rules form a asade, with the output of one rule onstituting the inputof the next. Therefore, rule ordering is ruial. For example, sine nominal groups
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8 J.Waszzuk, K.Gªowi«ska, A.Savary, A.Przepiórkowski, and M.Lenartare embedded in prepositional-nominal groups, the rules for the former preedethose for the latter.Spejd rules are reated in a onservative fashion, in order to avoid exessivemathing and detet errors at the underlying morphosyntati level. First, asthe parser �nds a math for a lemma, it is usually heked for grammatiallass. Seond, rules are made maximally spei� in that some SGs are dividedinto several subtypes. For example there are 11 types of nominal groups, e.g.,NGa (Noun+Adj), NGk (Noun+and+Noun), NGn (Noun+Num), NGb (Noun+Brev), NGx(PPron3+Adj, e.g., something speial). Thus, instead of the plain NG, a disjuntionof subtypes is given in the rule, i.e., NGa|NGk|NGn|NGb.A Spejd rule may onsist of �ve elements: Rule (rule identi�er), Left (leftontext), Math (spei�ation), Right (right ontext), Eval (onditions andoperations). Context spei�ation is optional.Two types of syntati operations are available: word, whih joins tokens intoSWs, and group, whih joins SWs into SGs.The word operation has two mandatory arguments: 1) information about atoken in aordane with the tagset (i.e., grammatial lass and grammatialategory values; piees of information are separated by olons), 2) the base form ofthe resulting SW. These two arguments may be preeded by an optional argument:referene to the token whih provides some morphologial information for thewhole SW. In this ase, the seond argument determines how this informationshould be modi�ed. In Spejd, the token to whih the rule refers in this way mustbe unique � it is impossible to inherit information from di�erent omponents. Forexample, the analytial future tense (e.g., b�d� szedª `I will walk') is a ombinationof future auxiliary (b�dzie) and past partiiple (praet). All the information istaken from the bedzie form, exept for the gender, whih should be taken fromthe praet form. A solution to this problem is a multipliation of rules. An exampleof a rule for future tense forms in the feminine (f) is presented below, where theoperator � means equal, && denotes logial onjuntion. Here, the gender, insteadof being inherited from the third omponent, is expliitly �xed to be feminine.Similar rules have to be reated for all other possible genders.Rule "analytial future tense:bedzie + si� + praet (f)"Math: [pos~"bedzie"℄ [base~"si�"℄[pos~"praet" && aspet~"imperf"&& gender~"f"℄;Eval: word(1,Verbfin:fut:ind:refl:f,3.base);The group operation (as in example below orresponding to, e.g., po tyh trzehzdaniah `after these three sentenes'), has three arguments: 1) the type of the SG,2) the referene to the SynHead of the phrase (po `after'), 3) the referene to itsSemHead (zdaniah `sentenes').Rule "PrepNumG: Prep + Adj + Num + Noun"Math: [pos~"Prep"℄ [pos~"Adj|Pat|Ppas"℄[pos~"Num|Numol"℄([pos~"Noun"℄ | [type="NG"℄);Eval: unify(ase number gender,2,3,4);unify(ase,1,3);group(PrepNumG,1,4);



Annotating Polish Syntax and Named Entities 9See Tab. 1 for breakdown of Spejd rules into various types.Syntati words Syntatigroups TOTALmultiword entities abbreviations others339 383 123 247 1092Table 1 Taxonomy and quantities of Spejd rulesSpejd rules are applied to a orpus when its underlying morphosyntati levelhas already been disambiguated manually. We fully bene�t from this fat in ourrules. The information about ontext is used to a smaller degree. Rules are basedmainly on morphologial information of the mathed items themselves. As a result,our grammar performs very well on a good-quality disambiguated orpus. However,if applied to a non- or poorly disambiguated orpus, it would require more ontext-spei� rules.4.2 Named Entity Reognition with SproutAs disussed in [26℄, the automati pre-annotation of named entities in NKJP isdone by the general-purpose knowledge-based NLP platform Sprout [5℄. This toolo�ers several onvenient features suh as: (i) a rather rih grammar formalismwith �nite-state operators, uni�ation and asading, (ii) a very fast gazetteerlookup, (iii) an XML-based output, alled Sproutput, in the form of typed featurestrutures whose type hierarhy an be de�ned by the user. Existing Polish namedentity grammar and resoures for Sprout [20℄ have been extended and adapted forthe annotation task in NKJP. They inlude a gazetteer of about 300,000 in�etedforms (55,000 lemmas), and 120 grammar rules for 6 types and 8 subtypes:(i) personal names (persName) with subtypes forname, surname, and additionalname (addName), (ii) names of organisations (orgName), (iii) names of geographialobjets suh as rivers, mountains, et. (geogName), (iv) names of geo-politial units(plaeName) with subtypes distrit, settlement, region, ountry, and blo,(v) date expressions, (vi) time expressions. For types (ii), (iii) and (iv) relationaladjetives (relAdj), as well as inhabitants or member names (persDeriv) are alsoovered. The latter ategories are systematially attahed to their derivation basenames (e.g. warszawski 'Warsaw-related' and warszawiak 'inhabitant of Warsaw'are marked as derived from Warszawa 'Warsaw'). Note that this attahmentis ontext-dependent and annot always be unambiguously done by an externallexion. For instane ostrowski is an adjetive related to several Polish towns:Ostrów Wielkopolski, Ostròw Mazowieka, et., while europejski 'European' anrefer to Europa 'Europe' or to Unia Europejska 'European Union'.The results of the Sprout grammar appliation to NKJP show the overallpreision of 71%, reall of 35%, and F-measure of 47% when all attributes of aNE are taken into aount. If only the types and subtypes are onsidered, theorresponding results ome up to 78%, 38% and 51% for preision, reall and F-measure, respetively (see setion 7).
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Figure 4 Syntati annotation with the use of the TrEd editor for the sentene `Theauthorities in Grozny laim that 600 thousand men of 15 to 65 years of agewill turn up to arms till Tuesday.'5 Manual Post-EditingManual post-editing of annotations is the most labor-intensive subtask andrequires e�ient and user-friendly tools. We have evaluated several annotationplatforms suh as Synpathy (http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/synpathy),MMAX (http://mmax2.soureforge.net), and GATE [28℄, before seletingthe tree editor TrEd (http://ufal.mff.uni.z/�pajas/tred/) [19℄ for thefollowing reasons: (i) admitting pre-annotated input and multi-level annotation,(ii) ustomizable open XML-based abstrat data format (PML), (iii) easymanipulation of tree representations, (v) ergonomi ustomizable graphial user'sinterfae, (vi) parallel edition of onurrent annotations, (vii) rih doumentation,(viii) tehnial reliability.5.1 Annotator's WorkbenhTwo separate annotator's workbenhes have been prepared within TrEd, one forSWs and SGs (Fig. 4), and the other for NEs. Both workbenhes an be usedeither in the annotation mode or in the adjudiation mode for revision of previousannotations. In the entral part of a TrEd's window, the annotation tree of thesentene is shown. Nodes are situated on horizontal levels, the lowest of whihorresponds to segments of the morphosyntati annotation. Higher level nodesrepresent: (i) SWs dominated by possibily embedded SGs, or (ii) NEs possiblyembedded in other NEs, respetively. Native TrEd failities allow the annotator toadd or remove nodes, draw edges between them, edit type-spei� node attributes,and rapidly navigate between sentenes and �les. For both workbenhes an NKJP-proper TrEd extension allows for grouping multiple nodes at a time, addingnodes of spei� types and subtypes, rapidly modifying attribute values, et.It also provides a PML shema de�ning the orresponding PML format and astylesheet with tree visualisation rules. For instane, in Fig. 4 the SynHead of eahonstituent is marked in green and the SemHead is marked with a triangle. Thus,



Annotating Polish Syntax and Named Entities 11Wªadze (`authorities') is both a SynHead and a SemHead while do (`till') is aSynHead and wtorku (`Tuesday') a SemHead only.When losing a reviewed �le, �nal hekups are performed via TrEd: (i) in theSW/SG workbenh groups with missing SynHeads and SemHeads are reported,(ii) in the NE workbenh the format and ompleteness of attributes are heked.5.2 Revision of AnnotationsAs mentioned above, eah text of the gold standard suborpus is to be annotatedat eah level by two annotators. Cases of disagreement are further reviewed andresolved by an adjudiator (alled super-annotator), who is usually a person withrih experiene in annotation at that partiular level. In order to maximize theobjetivity of judgement, the general priniple is that: (i) the two annotators of thesame text know nothing about eah other's results, exept what they may learn viathe disussion list, (ii) a super-annotator annot review any portion of the orpusthat he or she has previously annotated.In order for the annotator's work to be most e�etive, a set of maros andkeyboard shortuts were developed to automatially �nd disrepanies in twoannotations of the same text, as well as to automatially transfer an annotationbetween two �les. Fig. 5 shows a TrEd sreenshot with two NE annotations ofthe same sentene, ontaining reursively embedded organisation and loationnames. The lower window, orresponding to the annotator a2, was hosen as the�nal version of the annotation. However, the upper window, orresponding to theannotator a1, ontains a node for the ountry name Frane that has not beenannotated as a NE by a2. Using a single keyboard shortut we an transfer themissing node to the lower window, over the node Frane and under the nodeRadio Frane Nationale, so that the remaining nodes remain intat. The automatidetetion and transfer of disrepanies at not only on missing or disloated nodes,but also on a node's attributes. In Fig. 5 the next di�erene to be highlighted willbe the node over Europa that has been assigned di�erent types (here a2 hose theorret type, thus the annotation by a1 will not be transferred). The same typesof maros exist for the revision of disrepanies in annotated SWs and SGs.5.3 Management of Corpus FilesCorpus �les management system onsists of two main omponents. The �rst one isthe svn repository, where all �les earmarked for annotation are stored. The seondelement is a textual database (versioned XML �le), whih ontains all informationregarding the urrent state of annotation.Every annotator has aess to their own private diretory in the repository.There they keep urrently annotated �les, whih they an modify and send bak toa target diretory for ompleted �les. As a rule, every �le will be examined by twodi�erent annotators. The annotator does not have the neessary permissions to runall svn operations � they an edit �les in the private diretory, but annot add,move or delete �les in the repository. The additional funtionality � downloading�les for annotation and sending o� the ompleted �les � is performed by a speialmessage.txt �le, plaed in the private diretory.This �le works as an interfae between the annotator and the subversionserver. For example, in order to download �ve �les to their private diretory,
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Figure 5 Comparing two NE annotations in TrEd for the same sentene 'Heollaborated with Radio Frane Nationale and the Polish Station of the FreeEurope Radio.'the annotator has to add the hekout = 5 line to the message.txt �le, andrun svn ommit and svn update on the diretory. The rest of the work � �ndingappropriate �les and moving them throughout the repository � is performed onthe server side by means of a post-ommit subversion hook (proess run onserver after every ommit operation). Another ommand, hekin, an be used tosend o� annotated �les. For super-annotation, similar ommands, s_hekout ands_hekin, exist. The s_hekout ommand will download a hosen number of �lesto ompare, while s_hekin will send the orreted version bak to the targetdiretory for super-annotated �les. While the message.txt �le an be modi�edby the annotator diretly, a lient-side GUI appliation � with [s_℄hekout and[s_℄hekin funtionality � has been developed for annotators' onveniene. It�lls out the message.txt �le automatially, thus saving the annotator's e�ort ofediting additional ommands manually.The database � a versioned db.xml �le � keeps trak of every importantrepository operation. The information about every new �le plaed in the repositoryis stored automatially in the database. When �les are downloaded or sent o�by annotators, their name and the operation date are also saved in the database.There are two main reasons for saving this kind of information in a separate �le.



Annotating Polish Syntax and Named Entities 13First, it allows to quikly �nd the information about the urrent state of theannotation, whih is important, e.g., for the implementation of the server-sidepart of the [s_℄hekout/[s_℄hekin operations. Seond, it simpli�es searhing therepository � most of the important information an be obtained from the database,without looking into the repository itself. Integrity between the repository and thedatabase is ensured � no two post-ommit proesses whih modify the repositoryor the database an run simultaneously.To simplify querying the database, another tool has been developed. It takes, asommand-line arguments, a number of various searhing parameters � annotator'sname and �le name (as regular expressions), �le status (heked in or hekedout), hekin date range, et. Another option an be used to extrat the numberof sentenes and words from partiular �les (in this ase the tool has to onsultthe repository, beause �les statistis are not stored in the database). Additionally,the tool an be used to �nd �les left for annotation (that is, �les whih haven'tbeen downloaded by two annotators yet).6 Inter-Annotator AgreementThe inter-annotator agreement is a lassial quality indiator in an annotationtask: (i) the learer and the more detailed the annotation guidelines are, the fewerambiguities, underspei�ations and ontraditions need to be resolved by theannotators, (ii) the better the projet methodology is, the learer the annotationproedures and requirements are, and the better the hane of oherent ationsamong independent annotators. This indiator also allows to estimate the ost ofthe super-annotation: the higher it is, the less disrepanies need to be revised byan adjudiator.The inter-annotator agreement, despite its intuitive simpliity, is a ratheromplex notion in an annotation task like ours. The weighted kappa measure ([10℄)is not easily appliable here beause it assumes that the units to be annotated areknown beforehand. In our task, annotators �rst have to identify the boundaries ofexisting syntati words, groups and names before they ategorize them, thus thereis no a priori list of units for whih di�erent annotations are to be ompared (see[6℄ for similar onsiderations on annotating multi-word expressions). Therefore,we use simpler lassial information retrieval measures. If annotators a1 and a2have annotated the same orpus text, we admit that annotations produed by a1onstitute the referene orpus and alulate the preision and the reall of a2with respet to this referene. Note that if we invert the roles of both annotators,we obtain omplementary results: the preision (reall) of a2 with respet to a1 isequal to the reall (preision) of a1 with respet to a2. Thus, the F-measure of a1wrt a2 is equal to the F-measure of a2 wrt a1.Estimating the preision/reall, however, is not quite straightforward in ourtask. As mentioned before, eah unit (SW, SG or NE) is assigned an annotationtree whose leaves are segments from the morphosyntati annotation level, thetree's height an exeed 1 and its every node obtains a set of attributes (syntatiand semanti head, lemma, derivational base et.). We assume that an annotationtree node is orret with respet to the referene orpus if the latter ontains anode whih:
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• has the same attributes
• overs the same, possibly non-adjaent, segments on the morphosyntatilevelThus, a parent node may be orret even if its subnodes are inorret orinomplete. Consider, for instane, the named entity Instytutu Podstaw InformatykiPolskiej Akademii Nauk `Institute of Computer Siene of the Polish Aademy ofSienes - genitive' and suppose that:
• annotator a1 has reated a node of type orgName overing all 6 words withthe lemma Instytut Podstaw Informatyki Polskiej Akademii Nauk, and anembedded node of type orgName overing the last 3 words with the lemmaPolska Akademia Nauk `Polish Aademy of Sienes':[Instytutu Podstaw Informatyki [Polskiej Akademii Nauk℄orgName℄orgName

• annotator a2 has reated the same nodes as a1 but, additionally, he alsoreated an embedded orgName node overing the �rst three words with thelemma Instytut Podstaw Informatyki `Institute of Computer Siene'[[Instytutu Podstaw Informatyki℄orgName [Polskiej Akademii Nauk℄orgName℄orgNameWe assume then that two out of three named entities have been orrely annotatedby a1 wrt a2 (P1 = 1, R1 = 2/3). If, however, a1 made a mistake in the lemmaof a name (e.g. *Polska Akademia Nauka) then only one name will be onsideredorret (P1 = 1/2, R1 = 1/3).Results of the inter-annotator agreement based on the above assumptionsare given in Tab. 2. Persons, whih are the most numerous NEs, orrespondto all NEs of type persName, and possibly any of its 3 subtypes. Loationsrepresent all NEs of types geogName or plaeName (and any of its 5 subtypes).Organizations relate to type orgName. Temporal expressions designate types dateand time. Finally, derivations embrae items having the attribute derivType(equal to either relAdj or persDeriv), and relative to any type and/or subtype.Unsurprisingly, the inter-annotator agreement is muh higher for the syntatiannotation (SWs and SGs) than for the NEs, the annotation of whih is largelyof a semanti nature. Note also that the admitted agreement measure is rathersevere as only fully equivalent nodes are onsidered as orretly annotated. We areonsidering a more �ne-grained weighted measure whih would allow for a partialagreement on segments or arguments within two nodes. Thus, nodes overingpartially overlapping segments or having partially equivalent attributes wouldnot be onsidered as totally unrelated and the agreement ratio would ertainlyinrease.Syntatiwords Syntatigroups Named entitiesPersons Loations Organi-zations Temporalexpr. Derivations Overall0.99 0.91 0.89 0.78 0.69 0.88 0.71 0.83Table 2 Inter-annotator agreement results



Annotating Polish Syntax and Named Entities 157 Mahine Learning-Based Named Entity ReognitionWhile mahine learning-based (ML-based) named entity reognition (NER) is nota new subjet, the interest in automati reognition of nested NEs has been ratherlimited. In [4℄ a few simple methods for reognition of suh nested NEs have beendesribed (all redue the problem to layered sequene tagging). [11℄ proposed amore re�ned disriminative onstitueny parser, with onstituents for eah namedentity. The prototype desribed here is intended to be a baseline system for nestednamed entity reognition in NKJP orpus. Thus, following [4℄, a relatively simplejoined label tagging method has been hosen for the prototype implementation.Additionally, a omparison of rule-based and mahine learning-based methods hasbeen performed. It reveals some possibilities of inorporating both methods in afuture more omprehensive NER system.7.1 PrototypeThe prototype has been onstruted on the basis of the joined label taggingmethod desribed in [4℄. This method involves modelling and reognizing nestedNEs by means of a onventional sequene tagger. Other methods have beenproposed in the artile � e.g. layering, asading � but only the asading methodoutperformed the joined label tagging method. Furthermore, the asading methodproved to be better only for some partiular on�gurations of asade layers.Therefore, the simplest method seemed most appropriate for our baseline system.In the joined label tagging method, the nested NER task is redued to the taskof sequene tagging in the following way:
• Eah named entity is represented by its subtype (or type, when subtype isnot present). Optional information about derivation type is also preserved.
• Standard BIO-enoding method [25℄ is used to represent NEs on eah levelof nesting.
• Labels from all levels of nesting are joined to form one, omplex label.For example, the named entity struture for the phrase Polska Akademia Nauk`Polish Aademy of Sienes':[[Polska℄placeName−>country(relAdj) Akademia Nauk℄orgNamewill be translated into a list of joined tags:[B_ountry�relAdj#B_orgName, I_orgName, I_orgName℄Linear-hain Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) formalism has been used formodelling and reognizing joined labels. In CRFs eah word is represented with alist of observations. The hoie of types of observations is important for the qualityof modelling and should be well adapted to the harater of the spei� task �here, NER in Polish language. For now, the following list of observations has beenused to obtain initial results: orthographi form, lemma, previous lemma, before-previous lemma, next lemma, apitalization, part of speeh, pre�xes of length 3 to5, su�xes of lenght 3 to 5. It ould be further extended with: word ase, preseneof one-word NEs in the gazetteer, additional orthographi information, et.



16 J.Waszzuk, K.Gªowi«ska, A.Savary, A.Przepiórkowski, and M.LenartFor eah word observation, two types of features have been used in ourexperiments � (observation, labeli−1, labeli) and (observation, labeli), where irepresents the position of a partiular word in the sentene.7.2 Preliminary resultsPrototype validation has been performed on the part of 1-million-word suborpusmanually annotated with NEs. For sentenes not yet super-annotated, oneof the two manually onstruted NE strutures was arbitrarily seleted. Thevalidation orpus onsisted of 82,212 sentenes, i.e., 1,159,970 words and 81,176NEs. Many of the observation types listed above depend on morphosyntatiannotation. Therefore, results desribed below relate only to the situation whenmorphosyntati annotation (of similar, manual-annotation quality) is available.For the prototype validation, a K-fold ross-validation has been used (with K =
5). First, the validation orpus was split at the level of �les into 5 samples ofsimilar size, i.e., with both number of sentenes and number of NEs greater than15,000. During eah phase of the validation proess:

• K − 1 orpus samples are used to train the CRF model.
• The remaining sample is randomly divided into two parts of similar size �dev and eval.
• Eah model aquired throughout the iterative training proess is evaluatedon the dev part.
• The model with the highest F-measure on the dev part onstitutes the resultof the training algorithm.Final evaluation of the respetive eval parts yielded average preision of 80.5%,reall of 74.5%, and F-measure of 77.3%. All statistis have been omputed onthe level of NEs, not of labels. A reognized NE was onsidered to be orret ifthe following properties were the same as in the manual annotation version: (i) itstext range (i.e. the list of the segments from the morphosyntati level assignedto this NE), (ii) its type and subtype, if any, (iii) its derivation type (relAdj orpersDeriv), if any.To ompare Sprout-based and CRF-based NER, a �ltered suborpus wasprepared. It ontained only those �les, whih had been transferred to the �lesmanagement repository after the last orretion of Sprout rules. Evaluationof Sprout performed on the entire orpus would be biased, sine earlier �lesonstituted a basis for later improvement of rules. Sprout with the last version ofrules was run again on every �le from the seleted orpus. Sprout's results for eah�le were ompared to the gold standard version of the same �le, i.e. the super-annotated version if it already existed, or one of the two human-annotated versionsotherwise. Then, the preision, reall and F-measure were alulated with respetto the same rules as in ase of CRF model's evaluation.Tab. 3 shows the ompared results of both Sprout and the averageperformanes of the 5 CRF models obtained by the method desribed above.The basi units in both ases are not individual tokens but whole NEs, possiblymulti-word or embedded. The CRF method signi�antly outperforms Sprout for



Annotating Polish Syntax and Named Entities 17reall in all NE ategories. In terms of preision, Sprout obtains slightly betterresults for temporal expressions only. Note that Sprout rules are intended toover not only the ategorisation of NEs into types and sybtypes, but also moresubtle morphosyntati and semanti phenomena: lemmatization, normalization(for dates) and assignment of semantially motivated derivation bases. In theontext of the fully automati annotation of the 1-billion main orpus we thinkthat a hybrid � data-based and rule-based annotation method � would be the mostuseful. In suh a model, the CRF-based tool would be mainly responsible for theidenti�ation and ategorisation of NEs, while the grammar rules ould providelemmas, normal forms and derivation bases of reognized NEs. The developmentof suh a module is one of our major plans.NE ategory Sprout CRF (average of 5 models)Preision Reall F-measure Preision Reall F-measurePersons 0.80 0.33 0.47 0.85 0.80 0.82Loations 0.76 0.46 0.57 0.77 0.70 0.73Organizations 0.62 0.24 0.35 0.66 0.60 0.63Temporal expr. 0.85 0.57 0.68 0.82 0.78 0.80Derivations 0.79 0.58 0.67 0.80 0.72 0.76Overall 0.78 0.38 0.51 0.80 0.74 0.77Table 3 Compared results of NE annotation by Sprout and CRF
8 Present Outome and Future WorkThe manual revision of annotation at the SW, SG and NE levels has reently beenompleted. The revised �les have been onverted to the �nal TEI-P5 format. The�nal revised version of the 1-million-word gold-standard suborpus ontains about990,000 SWs, 305,000 SGs and 75,000 NEs.The 1-billion-word main orpus will be further annotated, �rst with amorphosyntati tagger trained on the gold standard suborpus, then withenhaned Spejd grammar. Its annotation on the NE level will be done by mahinelearning tools trained on the 1-million gold standard suborpus (f. setion 7).Tools for verifying the onsisteny between di�erent annotation levels are beingdeveloped. They will allow to hek if: (i) referenes from one annotation levelpoint at segments existing in other levels, (ii) orthographi forms (orth) and baseforms (base), as well as paragraphs are non empty, (iv) morphosyntati tags areoherent with the admitted tagsets.Upon aomplishment of all annotation levels the NKJP 1-milion-word goldstandard suborpus will be published integrally under an open liene. The1-billion-word orpus, however, is subjet to various soure text opyrightonstraints and thus an be publily aessible via a web onordaner only(http://nkjp.pl/index.php?page=6&lang=1).In the future, we hope to extend the sope of annotation in NKJP. First of all,new NE ategories like produts, events, quantities and measures, et., should be



18 J.Waszzuk, K.Gªowi«ska, A.Savary, A.Przepiórkowski, and M.Lenarttaken into aount. Seond, new annotation levels will be added, starting with theoreferene level, whih will build upon the levels of SGs and NEs.9 ConlusionsWe have presented the methodology and the tehnial environment developed forthe annotation tasks in the National Corpus of Polish at three levels: syntatiwords and syntati groups (annotated jointly), as well as named entities. Tworule-based annotation platforms, Spejd and Sprout, are used to automatiallypre-annotate the orpus. The Spejd grammar developed within this study andurrently ontaining about 1090 rules is among the largest hunking grammarsfor Polish. The Sprout grammar for named entity reognition is a result of theadaptation of an existing information extration grammar to the annotation task.An interoperable tree editor TrEd allows for manual orretion of annotationsby human experts, as well as for the revision of dual annotations by an adjudiator.NKJP-proper extensions, maros, keyboard shortuts and stylesheets for TrEdhave been developed. Although no partiular usability tests have been performed,the feedbak from annotators shows that these ustom TrEd omponents enhaneboth the annotator's and the adjudiator's workbenh. Several XML-to-XMLonverting tools enable the neessary proessing hains between Spejd, Sprout,TrEd and the NKJP TEI-P5-onformant enoding standard.A entral versioning repository with ustom failities is responsible for theorpus �le management. We think that its arhiteture is an interesting alternativeto web graphial interfaes used in other annotation projets: (i) it redues theserver's load, (ii) the annotators do not have to rely on high-apaity Internetonnetions � they only onnet to the server for down- and uploading the �lesto be annotated. Here, again, automati proedures have been developed, suh asrepository aess statistis, automati reation of �le lists, oherene veri�ation,et. They redue the annotators' e�orts with respet to the manipulated �les,failitate the projet management and ensure the seurity of the orpus.A prototype of a mahine-learning tool for named entity reognition has beendeveloped, trained and evaluated on the gold-standard double-annotated andpartially revised NE level. Its initial results show a preision of 80% and a reallof 74%. It is one of the �rst methods in the international ommunity dediated toreursively embedded NEs, and probably the �rst omprehensive mahine-learningmethod for Polish NER (see also [16℄).While the projet is still ongoing, we think that its solid tehnial andorganisational environment gives it a good hane to sueed. This assumption hasbeen on�rmed by good results of the inter-annotator agreement, partiularly inthe two syntati levels (SWs and SGs). We also believe that this environment, orsubstantial parts of it, an be reused or adapted for other annotation tasks.AknowledgementsThis researh was funded in 2007−2011 by a researh and development grant R17-003-03 from the Polish Ministry of Siene and Higher Eduation.
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